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Abstract
In today’s rapidly changing society company development and Continuous improvements
are crucial to gain a competitive advantage on the global market. Through interviews this
study investigated how two Chinese companies worked with Continuous improvements.
The empirical findings were compared to the theoretical theories. The study showed that
the biggest difference between western business and Chinese businesses was the
organizational structure. The hierarchical organizational structure, since it hinders
empowerment, was also the biggest barrier for Chinese companies to integrate further
developmental work with Continuous improvements. Thus empowerment contributes to
flexibility, innovation, employee development and increased communication processes.

Keywords: Continuous improvements, Empowerment, Culture, Business culture.
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Introduction

This chapter consists of a background paragraph which will provide the reader with
background information and the problem discussion that founded the study. It presents
the purpose of the study and the research objectives to help clarify the purpose.

1.1

Background

Since the Chinese government opened up the country for international trade three decades
ago the Chinese industries have had constant growth (Chen et al.2013). A driving force
for this rapid growth rate is the investment from foreign firms and international joint
ventures (Leung & Kwong, 2003). The cheap labor and the availability of human
resources has been a reason that China has been of interest for international companies
(Li et al. 2012). However cultural differences make it difficult for globalized Chinese
businesses to work with development processes with western method (Leung & Kwong,
2003). China is experiencing rapid growth, and as a result labor costs are increasing.
Other countries with lower labor costs are now a threat to Chinese companies which will
soon be forced to find other competitive advantages (Li et al. 2012). Working with
Continuous improvements today is a way for companies to maintain a competitive
advantage in today’s competitive globalized society (Jüttner et al. 2010).
In this study the term Continuous improvements describes a company’s ongoing work
with organizational development (Beckett et al. 2000). One important part of Continuous
improvement, which this study will focus on, is the work with human development and
viewing the people in the company as a valuable qualitative resource.

The concepts related to Continuous improvements that this paper will illuminate is
leadership and management, goals and vision, business culture, empowerment, labor
rights, communication, sense of coherence, trust and accountability, human needs,
organizational structure and gender balance and equality.

1.2

Purpose

The purpose is to research Chinese managers views on Continuous improvements work in
China.
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1.2.1 Research questions


Are there any experienced hindrances or supporting activities working with
Continuous improvements in China?



Are there any experienced differences between the business culture in China and
the business culture in western countries?

1.3

Delimitations

Since this is a case study concerning the development process of Continuous
improvements in China, only Chinese companies were targeted as potential case
companies. In order to increase validity when correlating data between the companies,
characteristics had to be similar. Therefore the companies targeted were manufacturing
and distribution companies with a global customer market.

1.4

Disposition

This thesis consists of six chapters. In Chapter one, background information is provided
to the reader together with a presentation of the research objectives to help clarify the
purpose of the study. Furthermore, delimitations are also stated. Chapter two describes
the methods used to gather information and empirical data. In the end of chapter two
limitations regarding the method will be discussed and the working progress will be
evaluated. Chapter three is the theoretical frame and consists of theoretical data gathered
from previous studies and academic sources to provide support for theories and the
empirical findings. In Chapter four the empirical findings will be presented in a table.
The empirical findings and the theoretical frame will be compared and analyzed in
Chapter five. Finally, Chapter six will provide answers to the previous stated research
objectives that will summarize the report’s conclusions. Also suggestions on further
studies will be brought up. Chapter seven consists of sources, references and a
bibliography.
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2 Methodology
This part describes the methods chosen for the project. It explains the process of
gathering and analyzing information, intentions of this research, what has been done and
how it has been done. It also highlights the limitations of the study and justifies the
decisions made.

2.1

Research strategy

The research strategy will explain the way that the study was completed. The research
strategy explains what way and why the researcher has chosen to conduct empirical and
theoretical data.

2.1.1 Literature review
The first step in the process was to gather and review literature regarding the topic. The
literature used was scientific articles and books on the subjects chosen. The purpose of
the literature review was to find relevant facts and highlight issues connected to the
research proposal (Biggam, 2008). The gathering of literature continued throughout the
whole project to make sure the literature used was relevant to the research (Bryman,
2012).

The method used to find relevant literature was a literature search in databases. The
databases used were
http://www.sciencedirect.com
http://scholar.google.se/scholar
http://www.springerlink.com.
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/

The keywords used when searching in databases were Continuous improvements,
Empowerment, Culture, Business culture. Also combinations of the keywords were used.
Using the right keywords is crucial to finding relevant data (Bryman, 2012).

A variety of sources were used for the literature review to become more valid (Murray &
Hughes, 2008). It is also important to critically evaluate the choice of sources. For this
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reason every source was evaluated after the following criteria’s (Murray & Hughes,
2008):


Does the writer use a fair/reasonable amount of references?



Do the references seem to be reliable?



Does the study method and result of the study seem valid?



Have the article been cited by others?

When finding an article the link “times cited” and “related articles” was used to find out
whether new research on the subject had been made and if other relevant articles could be
found. In general, newly written and recently updated sources are more valid, especially
if the area of the research is current (Murray & Hughes, 2008).

2.1.2 Primary and secondary data
Bryman (2012) stated that data can be divided into primary and secondary data. Primary
data is the empirical results of data collected through for example: surveys, interviews
and experiments. Scholarly journals and scientific articles often have primary source
results but the theoretical frame is every so often a secondary source. Secondary data is
data that has been interpreted from a primary source (Ibid). According to Biggam (2008)
textbooks, encyclopedias and as mentioned theoretical frames are often secondary
sources. Secondary information can sometimes be incorrect interpretations of the primary
data therefore secondary sources are less reliable (Ibid). However it is not wrong to use
secondary sources if the author seems reliable and accurate in his way of using the
primary data (Neville, 2007).

This study is based on a combination of primary and secondary data. The empirical
results are primary data collected by the researcher. The theoretical frame is based on
secondary data. When collecting the data for the theoretical frame, usage of primary data
has been sought. However usage of secondary data has been unavoidable because of time
constrictions and tracking down primary sources is time consuming. When using
secondary data the reliability and validity of the source has been evaluated.

2.1.3 Multiple Case study
The case study will provide the research its own unique empirical data.
Before starting the case study it is important to collect background information about the
companies which are being observed (Bryman, 2012). In this case it was also important to
gather information regarding business in general in China to increase the understanding
4

of the Chinese culture and its effects upon business. It’s relevant to read about Chinese
history and culture to get a deeper awareness and to understand the development of the
Chinese organizational cultures. This information was mainly gathered from scientific
articles and other case studies. A multiple case study allows information to be compared
and correlated, it also makes the results more generalizable (Bryman, 2012). In this study
two companies were studied.

2.1.4 Qualitative- and quantitative strategy
It is often necessary to use both qualitative and quantitative information when gathering
and analyzing information (Biggam, 2008). However, as a research method it is most
common to pick one or the other (Murray & Hughes, 2008).

Quantitative research is often presented in graphs and tables. The information is most
often gathered with focus on getting results in numbers or anything that is measurable
(Murray & Hughes, 2008). This type of research often answers the question of “how?”
(Biggam, 2008). Example, how many employees think that there manager lacks
leadership skills? The qualitative information concerns in depth information and the
results are often presented in an analyzing manner. The data in a qualitative study is often
collected via interviews and observations (Murray & Hughes, 2008). The results of this
research answer the question of “why?” (Biggam, 2008). Why do managers lack the skills
of leadership?

Whether or not this study is a qualitative or quantitative study will not be determent
simply by the research strategy chosen. It also depends on the research objectives and the
data collection techniques. For this study the qualitative approach was applied, since this
answers the research objective most accurately and provide answers that need to be
analyzed. The empirical findings chapter is presented with a table. This is to provide a
clear comparison between the empirical findings from the two companies.

2.2

Data collection

This part will explain how data has been collected and processed and the reason behind
choosing this method.
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2.2.1 Interviews
An interview is a data collection technique used to collect data through questions
(Bryman, 2012). When doing an interview it is important to clarify what information is
sought from the interview and how the interview questions should be formed to answer
the research proposal (Biggam, 2008).

Biggam (2008) proclaims that preparation is very important when making an interview.
How the questions are formed depend on the type of data is wanted. When doing a
qualitative study the questions should be open ended. That means the questions do not
have a limited number of responses. This allows the interview subject to talk freely, and
perhaps provides the researcher with information he would not have asked for (Ibid).
According to Bryman (2012) the downside to open questions is that these kinds of
questions put a lot of pressure on the subject. The answers can be time consuming and the
respondents might be tempted to give answers that put themself in good light or respond
in a way he thinks is preferable to the researcher. Closed questions are questions with a
limited number of answers, this type of questions are less time consuming but these types
of questions do not protect the answers from being untruthful (Ibid). Biggam (2008)
states it is important that the questions asked are not leading the subject towards an
answer which might result in an incorrect outcome. Although the subjects should know
who the researcher are and why he or she are doing the interviews. Not so much should
be revealed that the person feels tempted to answer the questions in a certain way (Ibid).
To be as neutral as possible when asking the questions and not to react emotionally when
given an answer is important for this reason (Bryman, 2012).

When the interviewer have arranged some questions beforehand but are prepared to come
up with follow-up questions during the course of the interview this is according to
Biggam (2008) called a semi-structured interview. It is a good idea to categorize the
questions and responses to make it easier to distinguish the results. Also in a semistructured interview categorizing the answers might show gaps where the questions have
not provided information (Ibid). Pre-testing the questions beforehand allows the
researcher to find errors and gaps in the interview material, but they should not be tried
out on the intended interview subjects (Bryman, 2012).

Biggam (2008) states that information about the study should be provided to the subjects
in an information form containing the aim of the study, the purpose of the interview, the
researchers contact information, and the insurance that the subject will remain
6

anonymous if they so wish. By allowing the interview subject to be anonymous the risk
of getting an untruthful answer decreases. Also this allows the characteristics of the
questions to be more personal and touch upon sensitive topics.

Later on when devaluating the answers it is important to not interpret the information to
fit the study, the information should be presented as given by the subject. Sorting out
notes and transcribing them should be done as soon as possible to not lose valuable
information and to avoid getting confused with the information collected (Ibid). Using
audio recording while performing an interview gives the researcher a chance to go back at
a later time and listen to the interview. This is a way of avoiding errors because of
misunderstandings and interpretations (Bryman, 2012).

In this study one interview took place at the target company, Company X, and the second
one was conducted through skype, Company Y. The company was a late participant in
the study and because of the geographic location the interview had to be done through
skype. The interview taking place in the company required a translator since the interview
subject only spoke Cantonese.

An information form was written accordingly to Biggam´s (2008) suggestion and
distributed to the interview subjects before the interview (see appendix A). All interviews
were done anonymously.

To fit the research objectives in the most suitable way a mix between open and closed
questions were used. This allows an open conversation between the interviewer and the
subject. All interviews were semi-structured. The questions were prepared, sorted out in
categories and reviewed by the supervisor before the interview. Two pilot tests were
performed; one on an English speaking Chinese student and the other on a native English
speaking student. After this the questions were slightly adjusted and reviewed by the
supervisor once again.

Company X: Because the first interview subject was unknown to the researcher before the
visit to the company a wider range of questions were prepared (see appendix B). While
conducting the interview some categories of questions could not be answered by the
interview subject because he did not have the knowledge to reply to the question. The
categories that were familiar to the subject became prioritized and were followed by semi
structured questions. The interviews were conducted in written from during the interview
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by both the researcher and the translator. Preferably the interviews would have been made
with audio recording so the answer could be translated by more than one translator
afterwards to minimize misunderstandings and errors in answers because of language
barriers. However audio recording were not allowed by the company or the participant.

Company Y: The same interview material was not used in the second interview (see
appendix C). This being a result of the time constrains, the questions were arranged to
provide answers comparable to the empirical material from the first interview. The
interview was conducted through Skype. Neither did this subject agree to the use of audio
recording. In this case a translator was not needed. The information was transcribed like
the previous interview.

2.2.2 Sampling techniques
There are a number of sampling techniques that can be used when collecting information.
First it is important to identify the target population, that is who needs to be interviewed
to answer the research objectives. The most reliable information comes from random
sampling with a larger sample. Convenience sampling is a non-random sampling
technique that means that the sample will be selected from what is convenient to the
researcher and the project (Biggam, 2008).

When conducting a bachelor thesis, it is difficult to interview in a large sample, due to the
time constrains (Biggam, 2008). Therefore using a large sample seemed unrealistic for
conducting interviews in China. Since the companies decided on how much time they can
spare and often choose the interview subject, random sampling is not possible. Therefore
the non-random convenient sampling technique was most suitable.

Two companies were chosen to participate in the study. The wish was that two or three
subjects from different levels of the company would participate. However the companies
only had time for one interview with one subject each. Therefore that interview sample
decreased significantly. The interview subject was also chosen by the companies. It was
the researcher’s intensions that the subject would be a high level manager with wide
knowledge about the company and human resource. However the interview subject from
Company X was a lower manager in the manufacturing and distribution department. The
manager in Company Y was a middle manager within the same area.
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2.2.3 Using an interpreter
Using an interpreter can possibly affect the validity of the project (Kapborg & Berterö,
2002). The information has time to travel through several mediums until it reaches the
researcher (Fielding, 2006). According to Kapborg and Berterö (2002) there are several
steps in the process of translating where information can be misinterpreted,
misunderstood, summarized or modified. It is common that the researcher simplifies the
questions to make it easier for the interpreter. Also because of culture differences the
interpreter might change the questions or answer to make them more appropriate and
satisfying for the subject and the researcher (Kapborg & Berterö, 2002). In this study an
interpreter was used for one of the interviews. All the factors above can contribute to lack
of validity in the research, and an attempt to avoid this was done by selecting a translator
with good English skills. The errors in questions due to language and cultural barriers
were decreased by going through the questions with the interpreter before the interview to
try to ensure that he or she understood the questions and the purpose of the study.
However still some of the questions had to be changed due to the language barrier and
there is no certain way of ensuring that the information provided to the researcher in the
end was not summarized or modified. Another way to avoid errors in translation is by
using two interpreters, which one would listen to the audio recording afterwards and
translate. This failed because of the absence of audio recording.

2.2.4 Ethics
During the process of collecting information and writing the thesis the researcher is
required to consider the ethnic questions that he or she might face. It is important to be
aware of what is being said and done might affect the observed or interviewed population,
especially if conducting research in a foreign country with another culture (Murray &
Hughes, 2008).

There is a big difference in what we see as appropriate in the western world and what the
Chinese see as appropriate (Murray & Hughes, 2008). This is because of cultural
differences which also effect the work environment. In China for example labor rights are
not the same as in Sweden, therefore employees might respond different during
interviews and observations.

It also needs to be decided if all information is going to be shared with the interview
subjects, for example the purpose of the study. If not, how can this affect the outcomes of
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the research (Murray & Hughes, 2008). In this study total openness with the subjects and
companies was not suitable. The reason behind this is that some parts of this study might
not be considered as appropriate to discuss directly with the subjects, such as “loosing
face” and “guanxi”. Therefore the questions in the interview were not directly connected
to those topics. Questions related to the topics were brought up to try to get an indirect
answer to the question that could not be asked. Further if the subject seemed
uncomfortable answering a question, more questions on the subject were not brought up.

In this study four general ethic guidelines taken from Murray and Hughes (2008) have
been followed:


In an information form the subjects are informed of the study aim and the reason
for choosing these research methods. Contact information to the researcher has
also been provided.



Permission has been asked for before starting any observation or interview. Also
permission on using audio recording was asked.



The subjects have been asked if they want to be anonymous. If so there privacy
has been protected.



Objectivity has been sought through the entire research.

In this project all interview subjects and companies wish to remain anonymous.

2.2.5 Framework for data analyses deductive/inductive
There are two ways of structuring an argument, the deductive way and the inductive way
(Bryman, 2012). Murray and Hughes (2008) states the inductive way is when evidence
from empirical findings is used to support a general conclusion. The deductive way is
when the researcher uses known facts to support his or her conclusion (Murray &
Hughes, 2008). This study used the inductive approach to compare the empirical findings
with the data from the theoretical frame.

It is important to be critical in the conclusions and not to make unrealistic or emotional
statements (Murray & Hughes, 2008). Murray and Hughes (2008, pp 37) here list the
most important things to think about when writing an argument:
• Addresses others’ shortcomings.
• Anticipates and deflects all potential criticisms as far as possible.
• Is focused.
• Is clearly expressed.
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• Is well supported.

Along with this, it is vital to express a personal view as a researcher to give the study the
uniqueness it needs (Murray & Hughes, 2008). The proposed suggestions from Murray
and Hughes (2008) have been sought throughout the discussion of this study.

2.3

Quality of the study

This part of the chapter will describe validity, reliability, triangulation and
generalizability.

2.3.1 Validity
For a research to be valid it has to be conducted in the right way with the right methods
(Murray & Hughes, 2008). That means the strategies and methods used are known and
accepted by the academic world. Moreover the chosen methods and strategies have to
appropriately answer the research objectives (Biggam, 2008). Often the validity is high
when there is a clear compliance between the literature review and the empirical findings
states Murray and Hughes (2008). Also supporting claims and theories with references
increases the level of validity in the report. When the research aim and the research
objectives have been stated it is a good idea to identify the research key words. This
makes it easier for the researcher to stay on track and chose the right research methods
(Ibid).

To make this study more valid the research aim and the research objectives were stated
early. The key words were thereafter selected and made the base for the literature review.
The methods and strategies were chosen to fit the overall research aim and to correspond
with the literature review. However the research objectives and purpose had to change
during the course of the study to fit the circumstances of writing a thesis in China. This
had to do with changes of interview population and changes in methods. Evidence of the
theory being consistent with the empirical findings increases the validity of the report
further.

2.3.2 Reliability
Reliability means, are these results trustworthy? The key to reliability is to keep records
and have reliable references (Biggam, 2008). A researcher has to be able to show his or
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her empirical results in a trustworthy way. That is information on when, where the
interview took place and with whom need to be provided to the reader (Neville, 2007).
The arguments in the report need to be strengthened with reliable academic references
(Biggam, 2008). According to Bryman (2012) reliability also means that no
interpretations or other errors of the material provided by the interview subjects have
been made. So the empirical findings are reliable if the interview can be conducted again
and the results would be the same (Ibid).

By documenting the interviews in a systematic order the question of whether this study is
reliable has been reinforced. Although the information about the company and subject is
only allowed to be provided to the supervisor and the examiner, since the interview
subjects and companies chose to be anonymous. To prevent errors of the interview
material it have been categorized and transcribed directly after the interview took place.
Information errors might occur when using an interpreter. After the interview the material
was transcribed and compared to the interpreters notes, which were conducted during the
interview by the interpreter. This was to ensure the information was consistent and
correct. Both interview subjects were asked to read through the material when it was
conducted to agree that no interpretations or misunderstandings had been made. However,
only the interview subject from Company Y had time to read the material.

2.3.3 Triangulation
When using more than one data collection technique the study reaches a wider range of
perspective. The answers and information provided can be compared to strengthen the
arguments. This is called triangulate results. By using triangulation the validity of the
report strengthens (Biggam, 2008).

Triangulation was planned to be used by preforming observations along with the
interviews. However opportunities to preform observations in the companies were not
possible so the intended triangulation was not done. Other triangulation methods were
considered, for example surveys, but they were not made possible due to time constraints.

2.3.4 Generalizability
The main reason for doing a multiple case study and not a single case study was to be
able to generalize the results. Bryman (2012) means that generalization means that the
study results can be generalized and the knowledge provided can be applied for other
cases as a common result. No matter if the research is a single case study or multiple case
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study the most important part, to make it generalizable, is to generate theory out of the
findings (Ibid). Due to this study having limited empirical findings it is even more
important to make it generalizable. Therefore theory is not only compared with empirical
findings, but also theoretical findings are compared with each other.

2.4

Limitations / Critical examination of method

The empirical work is based on two interviews with managers from two different
companies. To strengthen the validity of the study observations would have been a good
supplement. Triangulation between the interviews and observations could then have been
done. By doing more interviews, in the companies or at different companies, the results
could have been clearer and also more generalized. The validity of the interview material
could also been strengthened through audio recordings or with two interpreters. Also
second interviews with the same interview subjects could verify answers and fill in gaps
where information is inadequate. Unfortunately the companies could not offer second
interviews.

With surveys the interview material could have been triangulated and the empirical study
would have been more extensive. The surveys could then have been sent out to the
company´s early, giving employees and managers’ opportunity to answer at a suitable
time for them. Also a wider range of the organization, from floor level to top level, could
have been reached. With surveys maybe more organizations would have been willing to
participate in the study. Why a survey wasn’t chosen was because it lacks the benefits of
interviews, having open communication and the possibility of semi structured questions.
If the research would to be conducted again, with the knowledge of how hard it is to get
in contact with companies in China, both interviews and surveys would have been used.

2.5

Working progress

The purpose has change direction during the project process. The very first propose was
changed because of culture reasons, realizing that the investigating subject probably
would be refused by the company’s. This is due to the fact that Chinese companies are
protective of company information. The interview questions were most likely to be
refused by the interview subjects because Chinese employees are restricted when it comes
to sharing personal information and their feelings. Therefore a new approach was
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developed with regards to the improvements and target interview subjects were changed
to managers instead of employees.

The process of getting in contact with companies in China has been the most challenging
part of the project. The language barrier makes it nearly impossible to get in contact with
local companies without help. The school in China (Jilin University) offered to assist me
in the process of finding a company but it took a long time before a company responded.
Therefore the empirical studies were done late in the project.

I had no communication with Company X and the school did not fully understand the aim
of my project and what I wanted to observe and who I needed to talk to. One day before
the interview the school gave me notes that they found a company and that we were going
there, they said I were to talk to 3 managers on different hierarchy levels. However when
I arrived at the company the manager I talked to had little knowledge about my subject
and many of the interview questions had to be changed. The higher manager was sitting
at a table further away talking to the professor that followed me to the company. They did
not introduce themselves and my interpreter told me we could not interview them,
implying that they were too high up in the hierarchy to do an interview for a school
project. So I ended up just getting one interview. Even if the managers were not listening
to my interview I think the interview subject might have been affected by their presence.

Also the observations were more of a 5 min round tour over the logistics department and I
could not use any of the information for my research. Also the interpreter the school
provided was not, in my opinion, good enough at English which made the interview
further complicated. The limitations of getting information from the interview made me
have to change the research purpose.

I changed the interview questions for the second company so they would match the
results of the first interview in order to be able to compare the answers (see appendix B &
C).

2.6

Method discussion

Conducting empirical material through case studies in China was much more difficult
than expected. Without knowledge about the Chinese culture, work ethics and business
culture, shock and uncertainty was felt. Although I was prepared for culture differences, it
is hard to realize how much this can affect the working process. My experiences are
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shared as a part of this study because they might be useful for the next student whose goal
is to explore Chinese companies. It is helpful for the readers of this thesis to understand
the changes in methods during the study.

Writing a thesis in China was mentally strenuous, in this case mostly because I had no
one to rely on during the process on finding companies. Many people offered to help but
no one followed through on these promises. I felt that finding companies without help is
impossible in China. This is not only because of the language barrier but also because in
China you must have a contact person inside the company in order to visit it. My theory is
that this is because company information is strictly confidential and therefor “outsiders”
are not welcome.

Many times during these studies I had to remind people as well as continue to nag them
to get any progress done. This was an exhausting process to constantly have to be on top
of everyone. It was stressful to never know if the information would be understood or not,
often people said they understood when they did not.

The whole time I spent at the company I felt neglected and disrespected by the higher
managers. I believe the reason behind this was that I was not in a position to demand
better treatment since I did not have the same ranking as the higher managers. All the
managers were men and I and my interpreter was the only woman present. I can not help
but think that this might have contributed to the fact that I was received in a nonrespectful manner. In my opinion the only reason the higher managers were there were to
talk to the professor that came with me.

Overall in China the importance of hierarchy shined through. Hierarchy had to do with
position, profession, but above all age. It became most noticeable in school where the
older students were treated with great respect by the younger students.

The experiences of writing a thesis in China were that it was much more difficult to
conduct empirical information than I expected. Many times I felt alone and quite helpless,
but I think writing a thesis alone can be hard no matter where you are. I learned much
from the experience and I would not have wanted to do them anywhere else. If I had
known more beforehand about the problems that would occur, I would have done things
differently.
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3

Theoretical frame

The theoretical frame chapter is a summary of scientific articles, books and other studies.
This chapter will explain terms and concepts that are used as the base of the study.

3.1

Continuous improvements

Continuous improvements, is a term used for companies constant work with
development, follow up and research (Beckett et al. 2000). In today’s society where
technology is continuously developing and new products are introduced to the market
regularly it becomes essential for companies to work with Continuous improvements to
keep up with the developments and to increase or maintain a competitive advantage
(Jüttner et al. 2010).

One of the key factors to enable working with Continuous improvements are
“systemization thinking”, which means that the whole company strives towards a
common goal and where knowledge about the company’s limitations, coordination
between departments and the people in it are essential (Bergman & Klefsjö 2010). The
other key factor is the understanding of human behavior and the interaction between
individuals, groups and cultures. Braking down old traditions and norms in the work
environment might be seen as drastic measures but are necessary to enable development
within the business. Many companies fail to develop a Continuous improvement system
because they fail to adapt the organizational culture to standards necessary to allow
Continuous improvements they also spend too little time and money on the
implementation. A common hindrance to adapting to a Continuous improvement
environment is the employee’s resistance to change. Often people feel safe in a known
environment therefore they feel resistance to change since this puts them in an unknown
situation. Lack of communication between the authority and employees is a reason for
this hindrance (Ibid). If the employees do not understand the meaning of the change or
how this will affect their work the employees might feel a need to resist (Gassne, 2008).
Kotter and Shlesinger (2008) mean that with careful planning and clear communication of
how and why changes need to happen and by involving the employees in the changing
process resentment of change can be avoided. The goal is to get everyone to understand
and accept why changes have to be made (Ibid). Employee involvement is also the key to
successful businesses since this makes the organization more flexible to change (Johnson
& Mena 2008).
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In order for Continuous improvements to be possible all management must understand
the vision fully, work within the same guidelines and convey the same vision to the
employees (Bergman & Klefsjö 2010). It is also important that everyone feels a sense of
responsibility and motivation for the development. Employee’s improving their
knowledge their innovative thinking and leadership skills is one of the major factors to
enable Continuous improvements. Organizations need to realize that working with
Continuous improvements is a never ending task and it takes a considerable amount of
time and money (Ibid).

3.1.1 Kaizen
The word “kaizen” refers to the Japanese term meaning “to change for the better”
(Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). It revolves around activities for Continuous improvements
that aim to reduce “waste”. “Waste” refers to activities that cost money without
increasing value to the company, products, customers or services (Liker, 2009). Kaizen is
reached by empowering people at the floor level of the company, and by letting them
make decisions to solve problems and contribute to the development process. Kaizen is
only possible if the employees make decisions together after gathering information and
data and analyze it with everyone’s input included (Ibid). Kaizen supports both big and
small improvements within the organization (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010).

3.2

Leadership and management

For some people the terms leader and manager mean the same thing, someone who
possesses authority and control. However in this paper we differentiate them from each
other and clarify the major difference between them. The difference between a leader and
a manager can be described by the following characteristics by Bergman and Klefsjö
(2010):
Leader:


Is given power and respect from the employees, by earning it.



The power comes from underneath.

Manager:


Receives power and respect through his position assigned to him by the
company´s leading authority.



The power comes from above.

The activities associated with leaders and managers can be described as:
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Leadership:


Base his decisions on the groups opinions (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010)



Often delegates power and responsibilities, embraces empowerment (Bergman &
Klefsjö, 2010)



Works towards improvements by creating visions and goals (Kotter, 2001)



Help employees through change by motivation and inspiration (Jacobsen &
Thorsvik, 2002)



Has influence on an employee’s attitude, behavior and way of thinking (Jacobsen
& Thorsvik, 2002)

Management


Makes decisions alone ore based on the authorities opinions (Bergman & Klefsjö,
2010).



Works towards a stable and structured environment (Kotter, 2001).

There is nothing states that a manager cannot also be a leader (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010).
It is idealistic for a manager to manage the activities both associated with leadership and
management. The most important characteristic which a leader should master is the art of
communication. Communication is about how the leader presents himself, the language
he uses and the ability to bring out emotion from the employees. Communication together
with empowerment and information are the fundamentals that motivation and inspiration
are built upon (Ibid). Through these activities resistance to change can be reduced (Kotter
& Shlesinger, 2008).

3.3

Quality system

ISO 9000:200 stands for International organization for standardization and is a quality
management system (Quality management principles, 2012). The standards are used by
managers to lead the organization towards Continuous improvements. Organizations that
follow ISO 9000:200 must follow eight quality management principles which ISO
9000:200 is built upon:


Customer focus: The understanding of the existing and future costumer needs.
Aim towards increasing customer value.



Leadership: All management understands and works toward the same vision.
They are supposed to help develop the company’s environment so that employees
can be involved in reaching these goals.
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Involvement of people: Employees are looked upon as the main asset of the
company. Their motivation and skills should be used to develop the organization.



Process approach: Handle activities and resources as processes to reach
efficiency.



System approach to management: Handle all individual processes as a one united
system



Continual improvement: Organizational improvements should be a never ending
goal that is always looking to improve.



Factual approach to decision making: all decisions concerning the organization
should be based on analyses of facts and data.



Mutually beneficial supplier: the supplier and customer are depending upon each
other and win-win situations will benefit both parties (Ibid).

These standards must be implemented, controlled and documented for a company to
receive an ISO 9000 certification (Withers & Ebrahimpour, 2000). ISO 9000 is today the
most established global quality system. Most companies implement ISO 9000 to get a
competitive advantage since many customers have demands on suppliers to have ISO
9000 documentation. What is important to remember is that ISO 9000 has quality
demands on processes and systems not on the product itself. However, implementing ISO
9000 can lead to improved quality in products because of improvements to employee
relations, communication and other processes (Ibid).

3.4

Business culture

Business culture means that the people within the business work with the same norms and
values, towards common visions, milestones and business concepts. A company can have
rules and guidelines about how things should work but it is the unwritten norms, values
and old habits that govern the decisions made in the business (Alvesson & Svenningsson,
2008).

A successful business culture has to be flexible enough to keep up with the quick changes
of customer demands (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). Strong leadership can help achieve
this by preventing resentment to change which is often the barrier to a flexible business
culture (Alvesson & Svenningsson, 2008).
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3.5

Goals and visions

For the organization to work successfully towards a goal the goal has to be clarified and
the information has to be communicated and accepted by the employees. To clarify the
company’s business concept the company has to answer the question, why does this
company exist? This helps employees and customers understand the purpose and aim of
the company. The vision then answers the question, what does this company wish to
become? This is necessary to clarify what makes it easier for the employees to
understand how and why the company is working with Continuous improvements. To be
able to reach the vision, milestones have to be established for each department to strive
towards. If the vision is not broken down in milestones it can be hard to see the
development and easy to get on the wrong track. Strategies are plans of activities to reach
these milestones. Policies are set up to describe how to work with Continuous
improvements while working with the strategies (Ibid). The relationship between the
working concepts: business concept, vision, goals, strategies and policies are illustrated in
figure 1.

Figure 1. The relationship between the working concepts.
The illustration is re-created from Bergman and Klefsjö, (2010, pp 458).

After implementing a strategy and policy, evaluating the performance is the next step
towards reaching the vision. Adjustments to the strategy or policy might be necessary in
order to stay on track and to perfect the performance (Van Der Merwe, 2000). Choosing
the right strategies and policies determines the level of organization competiveness
(Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). A shared quality between successful businesses is their
main goals are not to earn money. Making a profit is a result of reaching other goals such
as increasing value for the customer or minimizing waste (Ibid).
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3.6

Communication and Information systems

An open communication system allows information to quickly travel within the company
(Johnson & Mena 2008). For a company to be as effective and flexible as possible this is
a necessity (Ibid).Communication means the transfer of data and information. There has
to be a “sender” and a “receiver” of information and a “medium” which the information
passes through (Fielding, 2006). For the information to be interpreted correct is takes a
shared understanding between the sender and the receiver. Human communication only
happens if people have something to gain by sending it and receiving it (Ibid). Many
organizations suffer from quality problems because of the lack of communication
between the different parts of the company (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). In hierarchy
systems the information is transferred through many mediums before reaching the
receiver (Fielding, 2006). Especially if information needs to be transferred between two
floor departments. By enabling direct communication between the floor departments,
horizontal communication is established. The information is then allowed to travel
quicker and is more accurate from decreasing the amount of medium (Ibid). Figure 2
below illustrates the communication sequence between two organizations. The first
illustration shows an organization that has no horizontal communication. Information
exchange between two floor departments has to travel vertically up and down through
many mediums before reaching the receiver. The second organization illustrated has
horizontal communication and the information travels directly between the departments.

Figure 2. The difference between the information flow in an organization without horizontal
communication and with horizontal communication.
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Cai et al. (2010) found in their research that the two fundamental elements to information
integration within the company are information sharing and collaborative planning.
Although the most crucial part of information integration is trust. That means trust
between the different departments, trust between employees and trust between
management and employees (Ibid).

For innovative companies a functional information system and open communication is
even more important. Maruta (2012) use the term innovative workers. Innovative workers
have enough general knowledge about his areas of expertise and enough information
provided by the company to find new innovative ways to solve problems. To have a high
level of education is not enough to be an innovative worker; also norms, personality and
experience matter. These workers are very important to companies since they are flexible
and can provide knowledge and information to other workers. Important to know is that
innovative workers do not want a plan on how to solve the problem, only enough
resources and time to solve it. Therefore managers must let these individuals work
independently and empower them enough for them to perform at top level (Ibid).
However it is hard for managers to know if innovative workers are doing the best they
can as efficiently as possible. Trust in employees is a key factor in this case as it also is
for managers (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). It cannot be expected from employees to be
innovative or learn by taking risks if they are afraid that this could jeopardize their job
(Ibid).

Another reason why communication and information sharing is so important is because
an employee who does not have information cannot take on responsibilities (Bergman &
Klefsjö, 2010). Responsibility and accountability are important for the sustainability and
development of the company, more about this in the next part (Bergman & Klefsjö,
2010).

3.7

Trust and accountability

To maintain order, control behaviors of employees and change organizational cultures an
organization needs to implement accountability functions. These functions support
policies and rules to be followed and demand documentation to prove these activities.
Trust on the other hand is equally important for the fluid function of the organization. It
enables interaction between all the different parts of the company and allows information
to be exchanged. A person who is trustworthy is believed to have no self-serving motives
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or values that cooperate with the company policies and ethics that fit in to the norms of
the business culture (Ammeter et al. 2004).

There are two things that deal with trust that managers take in consideration when
empowering an employee; the level of the employee´s accountability, skills and their
perception of the employee’s values, ethics and motives (Ammeter et al. 2004).

It is largely important that the employees trust their managers to be objective and fair. If
such trust does not exist, communication between employees and managers is disabled,
further more hindering learning through feedback. Also it is common that information is
withheld from the manager or coworkers if the employee does not believe them to be
trustworthy. From a leadership perspective lack of trust from the employees means lack
of power in influencing behaviors and norms (Ammeter et al. 2004).

Trust is the factor that increases innovation and creativity. Although trust is important for
organization development it is also associated with a greater risk if the person trusted is
not accountable for his/her actions. In a worst case scenario the person trusted can take
advantage of the situation. For example a person is entrusted with the task to purchase
new machinery and is given a million dollar budget. The employee then buys a machine
for 1/2 million dollars and put the rest in his own pocket. Trust is less important if the
level of accountability is high which stops these types of situations from occurring. The
gist of this is that a balance between trust and accountability is necessary for an
organization to function (Ammeter et al. 2004).

3.8

Sense of coherence

Antonovsky (1979) developed the theory “Sense of coherence” (SOC) and found three
main elements that might contribute to this: meaningfulness, comprehensibility and
manageability. From a business concept this can be described as employee’s feelings
about their work situation and the job they are doing (Feldt et al. 2000). These elements
are described by Antonovsky (1979) and Feldt et al. (2000) as following:


Comprehensibility: The employee understanding of the job assigned to him, what
is expected of him and the strategy for him to reach the goal.



Meaningfulness: The work is emotionally meaningful to the employee and he can
gain something of value after the goal has been reached.
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Manageability: There are enough resources for the employee to do his job.

A person with a strong SOC is more likely to react positively to problem-solving tasks
then a person with low a SOC who are more likely to feel stressed by the situation (Feldt
et al. 2000). Also a person with strong a SOC is more willing to face challenges and will
perform more efficiently (Pallant & Lae, 2002). Therefore SOC can be used for
evaluating health aspects at the workplace since a low SOC has been related to stress and
anxiety (Ibid). SOC can be applied in any culture (Lindström & Eriksson, 2006).

A strong SOC is important for reaching a high level of overall employee performance but
for employee motivation the most important element is meaningfulness (Feldt et al.
2000). Lindström and Eriksson (2006) states that a strong SOC also enhances the learning
process as well as mental well-being and quality of life.

3.8.1 Create involvement
It is important for people to know that they matter and can help improve the organization
(Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). Involvement of employees in decision making can increase
their feeling of “being a part of the organization” which leads to increased self-esteem
and self-actualization which are motivating forces (Liker, 2009). Clarifying what is good
work and what is not, being able to impact the work environment and giving room for
development suggestions are all activities to make employees feel professional pride and
trust in the company (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). Development possibilities are important
for the employees because this fortifies the feeling that their work contributes to the
organization development and increases job satisfaction (Ibid).

3.9

Maslow´s hierarchy of need

“Maslow’s hierarchy of need” is a theory of how human needs motivate behaviors. This
is described by a “stair structure” and the idea behind it is that one cannot take a step up
the stair until the step they are standing on is fulfilled at a satisfied level (Bjerneld et al.
2006). The bottom three stairs are basic human needs (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). These
are often satisfied by the economic reward from working. The two last steps are reached
by having influence at work, opportunities for personal development and being part of the
decision making process. Moving people up the “stair structure” leads to increased
motivation for them. Maslow’s theory claims that a big economic reward is less fulfilling
then a smaller salary with benefits of better work environments that support activities
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such as challenging working tasks and personal development (Ibid). Figure 3 illustrates
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.

Figure 3. Maslow´s hierarchy of needs.
The picture is taken from Bjerneld et al. (2006, pp 50).

3.10

Organizational structure

There are two types of organizational structures; the hierarchy and the flat structure (Van
Der Merwe, 2000). The hierarchy structure (the tall structure) which is recognized by its
many horizontal levels, ladder steps, of managers (Ibid). Hierarchy means to classify
people after power and rank such as occupational rank (Jones, 2001). The typical symbol
for a hierarchy system is a pyramid. A few people, in the top of the pyramid possess most
power and the majority of people in the bottom possesses little to no power or influence
at all. For organizations this means that the authority/management is in the top and the
workers are at the bottom (Van Der Merwe, 2000). Figure 4 illustrates the hierarchical
organizational structure and how power is distributed in it.
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Figure 4. An illustration of the characteristic shape of the hierarchical organization structure and
an illustration of the power sharing.

The hierarchy structure which provides stable environments is less flexible then the flat
structure and rules and policies are followed firmly by managers (Van Der Merwe, 2000).

The flat structure has few horizontal levels of management, few ladder steps. These
organizations are especially good in changing environments when the organization
encourages innovation and where the tasks and strategies for reaching a goal are unknown
(Van Der Merwe, 2000).

3.10.1 Organizational chart
By using an organizational chart, the formal organization structure can be visualized,
which makes it easier for employees to understand. The charts displays; authority
relationships, communication channels and formal work teams. However this can be
misleading if the informal organization structure differs significantly from the formal.
The informal organizational structure is the actual authority relationships, communication
channels and work teams. For the organization to be as efficient and flexible as possible
the formal and informal organization structure must be the same (Van Der Merwe, 2000).

3.11

Gender balance and equality

According to Muhonen et al. (2012) gender equality is important for company’s
competitive advantages because both male and female inputs are of great significance for
product development. In most parts of the world, including China, management positions
in organizations and business are dominated by men (Ibid). Organizations with a high
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level of gender balance and equality are generally more successful because they use both
genders as competitive advantages to develop the organization (Muhonen et al. 2012;
Wittbom, 2009). Chen et al. (2013, pp 257) claim that increasing the gender balance in
China is important because “…woman have the advantage in cognitive versus physical
skills and that technology advances consequently increase the relative demand for
woman.”.

When talking about equality we usually think about equal rights and opportunities
between men and woman (Wittbom, 2009). This is true however dissimilarities in
treatments is necessary to create equality since there are differences between the genders.
Often in today’s organizations equality is accepted but the companies norms are
developed from a male perspective which makes the conditions for success different for
men and woman. Research has shown that most characteristics associated with success
derive from typical manly features (Ibid). Studies have also shown that middle managers
have the biggest influence on the equality development in a company (Muhonen et al.
2012). One of the biggest obstacles to equality in the workplace is that women are often
excluded from unofficial communication that transpires between men where information
is exchanged (Ibid). Wittbom (2009) states that the first step towards equal opportunities
between men and women is to identify the barriers hindering this. Also the organizational
culture which allows these barriers to exist must be questioned. This should be done with
careful documentation (Ibid)

Gender balance is one of the most important steps towards equality but on its own is still
not enough. Often equality at work is met with resistance which argues that these steps
are barriers to the business vision. Resistance is often shown during interactions where
equality questions are being avoided and unrecognized. This can occur at meetings, or
branch from equality development policies that have no follow up after being
implemented. One solution for this is to designate equality committees or groups, who
work to ensure that equality questions and policies are a part of everyday development
(Ibid).

3.12

Human resource management

A definition of human resource management is to structuralize managers and employees
within an organization or business to improve their skills and help them develop (Liu et
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al. 2006). Liu et al. (2006) writes about three areas of improvement for human resource
management:


Find the optimal size of workforce to execute the job and to reduce labor costs



Exercise, teach and motivate staff to improve their skills



Balance staff and other resources to fit the company’s requirements.

Planning and hiring after merits is a way to optimize the workforce (Liu et al. 2006).
A problem for western companies who are trying to run a business in China is the
question of if they should implement their own human resource management or adapt
their human resource management to the Chinese culture (Björkman & Lu, 1999).

Western companies in China are constantly struggling to get workers to adapt to the work
environment of the new economy. Still some workers are working less than 8 hours a day
or don’t show up to work. Together with the low level of performance this makes it hard
to achieve a high productivity level. Trying to implement western award systems has
been a strategy to increase individual productivity. The problem is that managers are
afraid to give workers bad feedback and low performance scores, risking a conflict and
the worker losing face. Therefore the system fails when workers with a high level of
performance feel that they are not being rewarded when they get the same score as
workers with low level of performance (Leung & Kwong, 2003).

Turn overs among managers and employees is a big problem for internationally joint
ventures and west-owned businesses. A report showed that more than 30% of the work
force had to be replaced each year. Lack of promotion opportunities is the reason for this
problem. The workers claim that the companies focus all their resources on improving
production instead of improving management skills among local managers and
employees. The recruits from the west remain in the higher management positions and so
the cycle continues. In the western world a specialized worked force could be the solution
to this problem, selecting a group of employees to get special training. In China however
this is not accepted by the rest of the workforce for this leads to jealousy and refusal to
collaborate with the specialized work force (Leung & Kwong, 2003).

3.13

Empowerment

Empowerment is described as an educational activity to improve employee’s
independence and to formulate their own goals (Nationalencyklopedin, 2013). Littrell
(2007) describes it as when responsibilities and power are delegated from managers to
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employees. Empowerment benefits businesses by developing staff, enhancing their
creativity and willingness to work and increasing the sense of trust in the company
(Linjuan, 2011).

Empowerment is today considered one of the most important factors in achieving success
in business (Littrell, 2007). China uses a typical hierarchical organization structure where
responsibility delegation rarely occurs. This hierarchical business structures can be seen
as the opposite to empowerment. To flatten out such structures is the aim of
empowerment (Ibid).

Herzberg (1968) gave rise to the concept of "empowerment" when he expressed the
importance of labor freedom, opportunities for personal development and superiors
treating employees as partners and not as workers (Littrell, 2007). In the Western world,
the implementation of Empowerment strategies and a flat organizational structure has
increased in the last few years. Among Chinese companies, the empowerment concept
has not yet been accepted. In most Chinese businesses they are hostile to the
implementation of empowerment strategies (Ibid). Zhang and Wu (2004, pp 427)
explains the situation like "The concept of staff empowerment has yet to be adopted in
China, although there are tentative steps being made in this direction.". The reason for
the development of empowerment being slow is because of the hierarchical
organizational structure that exists among most Chinese companies (Ibid). Empowerment
is not often accepted by managers in China, mostly because superiors feel that their
position is threatened by the sharing of responsibility and power (Littrell, 2007).

Empowerment can be viewed in three different ways: as an act where someone grants
responsibility to someone else, as a process that leads to an individual feeling they have
power or responsibility and ultimately as a mental condition (Littrell, 2007). The mental
state is called "psychological empowerment" and is considered an individual variable and
therefore more difficult to generalize than the other two (Sun et al. 2012). Sun et al.
(2012) have found that this three divisions have resulted in three different strategies to
achieve empowerment:
Structural strategy


Leadership strategy



Motivation strategy
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Typical for Chinese businesses are the hierarchical pyramid structure with the majority of
power and responsibility at the top and almost no accountability in the bottom. The
structural strategy is to move the decision-making and responsibility in a typical
hierarchical pyramid structure and "flatten it out" (Menon, 2001).

The leadership Strategy is about creating a vision and goals and inspiring employee´s to
work together towards these goals (Menon, 2001). Employees are also encouraged to take
on challenging tasks to stimulate the sense of learning (Ibid). Although it is important to
remember that when the goals are reached the "way there" will be perceived differently
depending on the culture (Hofstede, 2001). In collectivist cultures like China it will be
perceived as a group achievement while individualist cultures tend to see it as the result
of the individual's job (Ibid).

The motivational strategy involves increasing the feeling of self-fulfillment by doing
work that is manageable and supported by the motivational processes. This is also called
"Psychological empowerment." (Fock et al. 2010).

Fock et al. (2010) and Sun et al. (2012) have both shown that "Psychological
empowerment" is determent by four factors:


Meaningfulness - The relationship between the work and the individual's own
values, norms and behaviors.



Competence - Individual's belief that they have the skills to carry out the job.



Self-determination - the feeling of having control over their job and decisions
made.



Impact - The individual's belief in his influence on the organization itself.

Psychological empowerment is about how employees perceive their work situation, the
feeling of satisfaction at work can vary greatly between individuals and cultures. There
are no general rules to achieve work satisfaction through empowerment, but it is the
organization and the manager’s job to determine what is needed to achieve empowerment
in every organization and for each employee (Fock et al. 2010).

In a collectivist culture such as China Fock et al. (2010) found that the main determinants
of job satisfaction through empowerment were self-determination, competence and
meaningfulness. Impact played almost no role for job satisfaction in collectivist cultures,
whereas in an individualistic culture, impact and meaningfulness were the most important
factors (Ibid).
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In a survey by Linjuan (2011) on 223 employees in Chinese companies, it turned out that
sense of competence to perform the job was generally satisfied while the feeling of being
able to influence and make their own decisions was relatively low among employees.
However, the investigation also showed that whether or not the employee trusted the
organization this was determined by the feeling of control. The sense of competence was
crucial to achieving self-fulfillment and meaningfulness but not trust in the organization
(Ibid).

3.14

History of China

To understand the working environment in China today and the obstacles for
implementing western standards it is important to understand the history that shaped the
culture and the business situation today (Leung & Kwong, 2003). When the communist
regime was introduced in1949 the work system has been handled by the state-owned
enterprises no private businesses were allowed (Ibid). People were assigned to a job,
rather than applying for them and in most cases a Chinese employee would remain at that
job their whole lives (Björkman & Lu, 1999). Salaries were low but this was acceptable
because of the protection from the cradle-to the grave welfare system, guaranteeing a
lifetime employment (Leung & Kwong, 2003). This employment policy was called the
“iron rice bowl” (Björkman & Lu, 1999). Since the government’s goal was that everyone
should have a job, most work places were overstaffed, and most people shared the
responsibilities of one fulltime job, resulting in low productivity (Leung & Kwong,
2003). In the year of 1979 there was a change in the economic reform giving rise to
opportunities for international trade, foreign direct investments and internationally joint
ventures (Chen et al. 2013). Goods and services businesses previously owned by the
government were partly taken over by individual enterprises and institutions (Liu et al.

2006).
Today China is one of the world’s largest merchandise exporters (Chen et al. 2013). They
also have the fastest growing economy in the world thanks to the continued growth of
foreign direct investments and International joint ventures (Leung & Kwong, 2003).
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3.15

Chinese culture

There are different factors to why company behavior varies between countries. One of
these factors is cultural differences (Cai et al. 2010).

3.15.1 Hierarchy
China is a country with high power and class divide and organizations, almost without
exception, have a hierarchy structure (Leung & Kwong, 2003).

It is crucial when working with the Chinese culture to understand the acceptance of the
hierarchy structure and how this effects decision making within their organizations
(Björkman & Lu, 1999). This is a result of a culture that values highly aspects of
tradition, respect for authority, their elders, and where people are ranked after their
official status (Cai et al. 2010). As a result, what leaders say is accepted as the rule (Ibid).
Confronting a manager or challenging authorities is not accepted in Chinese culture
(Leung & Kwong, 2003). In western culture the hierarchy structure has almost
disappeared, leaving room for a flat organizational structure where authorities may be
questioned in their decision making, or the decisions are made by employees from the
beginning (Ibid).

3.15.2 Loss of face
In China “keeping your face” is important. It is a question dealing with honor and respect.
In the west questioning a colleague or employees decisions in front of others is normal,
leaving room for discussion. In China however this might cause the person to “lose their
face” which can result in a conflict between the two parties. To minimize people losing
their face and conflict occurring as a result, Chinese communication style is indirect
(Björkman & Lu, 1999).

3.15.3 Collectivistic culture
Contrary to the western individualistic culture, China is a collectivistic culture where
individuals see themselves as part of a group (Hofstede, 2001). Goals reached are seen as
a group achievement, where in the individualistic culture would been viewed upon as the
job of each individual (Ibid). This cultural difference can sometimes cause conflicts when
managers make the decision on how to promote these achievements (Leung & Kwong,
2003).
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Although collectivistic cultures tend to have a close relationship within their groups, they
draw a sharp line between them and other groups (Leung & Kwong, 2003). This becomes
noticeable when looking at Chinese organizations since there is very little communication
and interaction horizontally (Björkman & Lu, 1999).

3.15.4 Guanxi
Guanxi stands for interpersonal relationships and is defined by Cai et al. (2010, pp 260)
as “the term “guanxi” refers to networks of informal, personal relationships and
exchanges of favors that dominate business activities throughout China…”.

Personal relationships matter greatly within Chinese companies and often decisions are
made as personal favors (Cai et al. 2010). If a manager has a personal relationship with an
employee this allows a more open communication while still minimizing the risk of
someone losing their face (Ibid). In the hierarchy organizational structure personal
relationships are the link between the different levels (Björkman & Lu, 1999).

Guanxi can also occur between departments and outside the company. Companies and
departments can be linked to each other in a guanxi network in which they have certain
norms and social obligations. As a result of this, information is traded between managers.
This information can involve the development of products, new technics and
manufacturing technology. For this reason often companies feel pressured to engage in
guanxi networks with other companies but also with government officials (Cai et al.
2010).

3.15.5 Government influence
In China there are local governments who practice local policies for their specific
business environment. That means that within China, companies can have different
criterion for success. There are also different policies that support companies in a specific
industry and of a certain size. These policies can be regulated to favor companies who
play an important role in local economy. Examples of these supporting activities are
financial aid and reduced land-use fees. The amount of support from the government
therefore plays an important role in a company’s competiveness. The Chinese
government also differs from the western governments in the way they influence
company’s decision making. It is not unusual for the government to have local officials
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taking part in the decision making and planning within the company in exchange for
supporting policies or activities (Cai et al. 2010).

3.16

Labor rights in China

In the past few years, several laws and regulations have been introduced to protect
workers in China. Regardless of this the Chinese labor law system remains inadequate
leaving the workers exposed. The question of labor laws are one of the most neglected
subjects in China (Chen, 2007).

Although the problems with labor laws might be neglected by the government the number
of cases brought to court by workers has increased radically (Chen, 2007). Over 3,5
million disputes were recorded between 2002 and 2004 but this number is an insignificant
portion of the rights violated. The explanation behind why the statistics are so low is
because it is uncommon for workers to protest labor violations. The reasons for this is
often ignorance of legal rights, fear of employers, and the worker has to have evidence
that contracts have been broken. In many cases workers do not have copies of their
contracts or access to the originals held by the company (Ibid). Woman are affected more
by the gaps in the Labor laws then men (Dong & Pandey, 2012). This is because the law
has better protection for employees within specific industries and with certain
occupations. Most often these are industries and occupations overrepresented by men
(Ibid). So why is the development of labor law questions not being raised? The current
labor laws only encourage workers to seek justice as individuals (Chen, 2007). This is
according to Chen (2007, pp 61) a dead end ”…workers are doomed to be hapless as
individuals in the face of employers…”. Workers are allowed to organize against
companies who have violated their rights themselves according to the labor law. However
it is illegal to perform any kind of independent organizing and the legal union
organization (ACFTU) is controlled by the government. Many businesses and
organizations today do not follow the labor laws (Ibid).

It is unusual in Chinese work environments that people are being dismissed because of
poor work performance. More often it has to do with the economy, employees ranking, or
guanxi. Guanxi and having the correct political attitude are major criteria for determining
promotions (Leung & Kwong, 2003, pp 87).
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3.17

Recruiting staff in China

When starting up an international joint ventures business, recruiting people can be a
difficult task (Leung & Kwong, 2003). There are two ways for companies to hire
employees, most often this is done through their Chinese business partner. The other way
is through the government labor departments. If taking over a state-owned business,
which is always overstaffed, the western partners then want to let about 30-50 % of the
staff go to cut back on labor expenses and increase productivity and efficiency. However
the Chinese partners are often concerned with resentments among the remaining
employees and want to keep a big workforce to maintain social stability. Another
problem with taking over a workforce instead of hiring a new one is that many of the old
norms and unproductive practices still remain (Ibid).

The biggest problem for west-owned and internationally joint ventures companies in
China is to recruit managers especially financial- and human resource managers
(Björkman & Lu, 1999). Finding Chinese managers with educations and job experience
that cooperate with western management styles is very hard (Ibid). Leung and Kwong
(2003, pp 87) explains the situation accordingly “Traditionally, human resource
management in a Chinese firm is concerned with control rather than with human
resource planning, employee development, or compensation schemes, which are key
concerns in Western companies.”.

West-owned businesses and internationally joint ventures often send in recruitments from
the western world to fill the positions temporary. The problem is finding a replacement
for this person since transferring people between businesses and cities is a very
complicated process in China, especially if the recruit works within the state owned
enterprises. Around 20 units have to approve a transfer, this include the recruits current
workplace, the public security unit and the labor unit. If all of these do not approve, the
worker risks losing his or her lifetime welfare benefits, provided by the state enterprises
(Leung & Kwong, 2003).

3.18

Gender differences

In China as in many other places of the world women often have the responsibility when
it comes to taking care of the family and maintaining the household (Dong & Pandey,
2012; Chen et al. 2013). Studies show that this has a negative effect on woman’s
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productivity in the work place and their education level (Dong & Pandey, 2012). As a
result of this woman in China receive lower wages and face a higher risk of being subject
to cutbacks and layoffs (Ibid). Besides that the wage gap between women and men are
increasing as jobs become more complex because of the development of industries and
advanced techniques (Chen et al. 2013). In China men and women also tend to work in
different industries or when they work in the same industry woman tend to have lowranked administrative positions and seldom full-time contracts (Dong & Pandey, 2012;
Chen et al. 2013). The Chinese government is working on reducing gender
discrimination in wages but not on reducing the wage differences between the sexes
(Chen et al. 2013).

Chen et al. (2013) found that globalization has a positive effect on female employment
especially since foreign and exporting firms has a high tendency to employ female
workers. This is partly because a company’s competitive advantage increases when
integrating both women and men in the process of development and improvement at
work. Despite foreign and exporting firms hiring both genders, the wage gaps between
men and women remain, even within these businesses. This is because of women’s
placement in low-tech and low-educated jobs. The Chinese government should focus on
educating and giving woman on-the-job training to reduce the wage gap and give them a
chance to adapt to fast growing technology (Ibid).
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4

Empirical findings

In this chapter the empirical findings are presented in a table. The first column presents a
subject or a question. The second column presents answers from the manager in
Company X and the second column presents answers from manager in Company Y. All
information in the two last columns is collected from manager’s answers during the
interview that means no other sources have been used. The colored rows are headings.
They are marked with numbers to be presented in the discussion chapter, for example
heading 1 is leadership and management and heading 2 is business culture.

4.1

Results from interview

Interview subject 1. Manager X

Description of
Company X and Y

General information
Company X is a privately owned
Chinese company situated in the
suburb outside Zhuhai. The
company manufactures and
distributes goods that are sold all
over the world. Although the
company has customers all over
the world they have no partners
outside Asia. The majority of staff
working in the company are
Chinese but there are some
westerners working at the
headquarters. Manager X says
that the company is very little
influenced by the western
business culture. Company X
works with Continuous
improvements and company
development. The term kaizen is
unfamiliar to the manager.

Interview subject 2. Manager Y

Company Y is a privately owned
Chinese wholesale company
distributing goods all over the
world. The company is well
established on the global market
and they have partners all over
the world. Many managers
working in the Chinese
headquarters are from western
countries and the business is
influenced by this says Manager Y.
Company Y work with Continuous
improvements and company
development but are not familiar
with the term kaizen.
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1
Recruiting managers

Leadership and Management
The authority of the company
choose managers, most
commonly newly examined
student. There is never a problem
finding qualified managers.

Relationship with
employees

The lower managers have a good
relationship to their employees.
Also lower managers have a good
relationship with higher
managers. However it is not
common that employees have a
relationship to the higher
managers since they rarely
intervene with each other.

Decision making

Managers make decisions and the Employees and managers reach a
employees have to follow them.
decision together through
discussions.
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The authority hire managers. It is
difficult to find qualified staff
especially managers. This is
mainly because of the language
requirements. Often managers
are responsible for handling
website, orders and distributions
for a foreign country. They have
to speak the native language of
that country in order to manage
those activities.

The relationship with the
employees and managers are
good. Although culture
differences can sometimes cause
disagreements.

2
Business culture

Business culture
The business culture is believed to
be very good and this is a big
reason why people choose to
work for the company and low
frequency of employee turnovers.
The company is very caring about
their employees and their working
atmosphere in the company is
friendly and relaxed.

Culture differences in
business culture

Manager X says that in China
developing personal relationships
between managers and
employees and managers and
authority is the most important
part of his job. He also says that in
western countries the manager’s
most important role is to identify
the ability of the employees and
their skills.

The business culture is somewhat
unstable because of the culture
differences. It can sometimes be
difficult to get along when the
norms differ. Most western
managers think development and
critical thinking involving
questioning current strategies and
policies is important while most
Chinese managers think company
harmony is the most important
company policy.

Organizational
structure

The company embraces
hierarchical organizational
structure.

Hierarchical structure.

Innovation and flexibility is
important because they work
with a rapid changing global
market.
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Empowerment

The manager is familiar with the
concept of empowerment.
Empowerment is not embraced in
the company.

The manager is familiar with the
concept of empowerment. The
company does not engage in any
empowerment activities.

ISO9000

The company has an ISO9000
certification.

The company has no ISO9000
certification.

3
Business concept,
goals and vision

Goal and vision
The manager is not familiar with The business concept, goals and
the company’s business concept vision and known to everyone in
or the company vision. However
the company.
they have a company motto that
every employee knows “We will
try to do the best job as possible”.
Also every department have daily
goals to follow. Milestones are set
up for each department.
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Strategies and policies Strategies on how to reach the
goals are set up by managers and
thought to the employees. The
company has made four
guidelines to facilitate the
improvement work in each
department. These policies are:
Always improve employee skills.
Make the best goods with the
resources and raw materials
provided. Preform manufacturing
processes to perfection and
develop innovative processes
through research.

4
Communication and information
Communication within The communication is good.
the department

Communication
between the
departments

Through a standardized computer
system orders are placed through
the different departments.
Managers only communicate with
each other through other medium
if something is wrong with the
system. Employees rarely
intervene between departments.

The strategies, goals and
milestones are determined by the
managers together with the
employee’s inputs.

Communication works well inside
the department. The relationship
between employees and
managers allows the
communication to be open and
honest allowing employees to
make improvement suggestions
and managers to give the
employees feedback on their
work.

Exchange of information between
departments is a slow and time
consuming process. The
departments are often dishonest
and unclear with each other when
talking about the working
process. None of the departments
want to admit to one another
when they need help or have
made a mistake. The authority
often have to step in to detect the
flaw and solve the problem.
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Improving the
communication and
information
integration

With a joint information system
Open communication between
accessible for all employees on
the departments.
departments that can be updated
at any time where both written
information and orders can be
mediated. Right now the
computer system can only be
updated at certain times by
certain managers.

Collaborative planning There is no collaborative planning There is seldom any collaborative
between the departments.
planning between departments.
Many departments have separate
goals and are working with
different projects therefore they
make their own plans and
strategies.

Development work

All managers in one department
participate in a monthly one hour
long meeting. On this meeting the
work situation and operational
status is discussed. Solutions on
how to overcome obstacles are
also represented.

Involving employees in Employees can make anonyms
development work
complaint or improvement
suggestions and put it in a box.
This will later be reviewed and
handled by managers.
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Shorter weekly meetings are set
out for development work,
smaller groups of employees and
managers participate in the
meetings. Longer monthly
meetings are scheduled for all
employees and managers in each
department.

Employees input and involvement
is important in order develop the
business. Employees can always
come to the managers if they
have suggestions or face
problems.

Employee efficiency

All employees are shown how to
work to receive highest efficiency.
They are also provided a
handbook so they can read how
to carry out their work right. The
employees do the same job every
day to maximize their skills.

Employee training is important
when introducing employees to
the work. It is important that the
employee is understood with the
work task and have the skills
necessary to execute the work. A
problem in the company is that
with a high level of employee
turnover new employees
frequently have to be introduced
to the work and be thought the
basic skills.

Employee
development

Employees are sent to courses to
share their experience with
workers from other companies.
Although no information about
the company is exchanged,
company information is strictly
confidential. This enhances the
employee’s skills and broadens
their horizons. One’s a day there
is a motivational meeting for all
employees in each department.
On these meeting results from
previous days of work is
presented. Occasionally new
techniques are demonstrated on
the meetings to improve
employee skills.

Employees are encouraged to
teach each other. New technique
or improved way of working is
taught by a manager to a couple
of employees who further teach
the rest of the employees.

Challenging work
tasks

For managers the work is often
challenging and varied because of
the problems that occur.
Employees have few simpler work
tasks that they are professionals
at. There are seldom changes in
employees work tasks.

The work is challenging for most
employees and managers in the
company. Because of the changes
in how the work should be done
the tasks are varied. Sometime
the work can be overwhelming
and challenging because of lack of
managers and employees.
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Employee turnovers

The manager states that the
The employee circulation is high.
employee turnover level is low.
For managers it’s because of the
Most people enjoy working at the too heavy work load.
company because of the good and
friendly atmosphere he says.

5
Trustworthy

Trust and accountability
The manager says he trusts
everyone in the department.
Employees and managers do their
best in trying to make the
company better.

Accountability

The employee responsible for the Everyone is accountable for
mistake takes responsibility. But
making mistakes, the authority,
the manager is responsible for the managers and employees.
employee so also he takes some
responsibility.

Reward system

The person who is responsible for
the project benefits a lot. Almost
without exception the person
responsible is a manager. The
reward can be a bonus or
promotion.
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The manager says not to have any
reason not to believe that
managers or employees in the
department are not trustworthy.
However between the
departments there have been
experiences of dishonesty.

Managers and employees both
take credit if a goal is reached or if
they accomplish something good.
The reward can vary from
bonuses to a nice lunch paid by
the company. When a bigger goal
is reached it is often celebrated
with a department party or
company party.

6
Gender balance

Gender differences
In general there are as many men
as woman working in the
company the same goes for
managers. Although the managers
are not evenly distributed, in the
financial department there are
more woman for example the
manager says this is because
woman are more patient, a skill
necessary when working in this
department. Also the CEO of the
company is a woman.

Gender equality

The manager has no knowledge of Salary’s and labor benefits are the
the subject.
same for all employees, no matter
if they are men or woman.

7, 8
Work benefits

Work conditions
The company provides a basic
healthcare insurance. The
canteen serve lunch to a low price
and the higher managers and
authority are provided with free
coffee and snacks.

There are more men working in
each department then woman.
The same goes for managers,
employees and authority.

Health insurance is included in the
work contract. Every department
has access to free coffee and tea.
A couple a times a year the
company arrange an office party
were everyone from all
departments are invited.
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Work conditions

The company is located in a rural
district outside Zhuhai. Many
workers live in apartment and
condos provided by the company.
The living conditions in the
condos and apartments are very
basic and much of the equipment
is old and out of use.

Work surroundings

It is the manager’s opinion that
The work surroundings are good.
the company surroundings can be
improved. The local medical
center is wished to be improved
or replaced by a new hospital.
More activities in the area is
needed such as entertainment
facilities and sport centers.

Salary’s

The salary for employees and
lower managers is said to be very
low.

The salaries are said to be
satisfying.

Labor rights and
influence by the
government

The company follows the labor
laws and regulations. The
company is privately owned. The
manager does not know how the
company is influenced by the
government.

The company follows the labor
laws and regulations. The
manager is not sure how the
company is influenced by the
government.
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The work conditions are
sometimes stressful because of
lack of staff. The company could
introduce some games and
competitions connected to work
to make the atmosphere more
relaxed and fun for the
employees.

5 Analysis and discussion
In this chapter the analyzing method will be presented, both the original idea and the
updated one. In the part empirical analyses the empirical findings will be analyzed and
compared to the theoretical findings by using the analyzing model. In the last part the
results will be discussed.

5.1

Analyzing method

Based on the theoretical findings, figure 5 illustrates the factors that the researcher
wanted to highlight and find empirical support for. These are according to this research
the most important activities the companies need to embrace when trying to succeed with
Continuous improvements.

Leadership and
management

Business
culture

Goals and
vision

Quality system
Communication and
information

Continuous improvements
Maslow´s
hierarchy of needs

Empowerment

Sense of
coherence

Gender
differences

Trust and
accountability

Figure 5. First analyzing model that illustrating activities important when working with
Continuous improvements.

After the interviews the analyzing model was changed due to the information provided by
the empirical findings. However the activities that were not supported by empirical
findings were integrated into the other activities in the empirical analyses. The result from
the empirical findings determined the updated analyzing model, figure 6.
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Leadership and
management (1)

Business
culture (2)

Goals and
vision (3)

Communication and
information (4)

Continuous improvements

Maslow´s hierarchy
of needs (8)
Sense of
coherence (7)

Gender
differences (6)

Trust and
accountability (5)

Figure 6. Updated analyzing model.

The headings in the updated analyzing model will be brought up as main elements in the
discussion. These factors will be compared with the empirical findings to explain what
improvements need to be done. These conclusions will also be compared with the
theoretical findings on Chinese culture. The numbers on figure 6 are there to make it
easier for the reader to follow the working process from empirical findings to discussion.

5.2

Empirical analyses

In this part the each factor presented in the analyzing model above will be broken down
and analyzed.

5.2.1 Leadership and management (1)
Findings on both companies in the empirical study suggest that the managers engage in
both management and leadership. Both companies is said to have well working and open
communication within the departments. Open communication is the most important
aspect of leadership, together with empowerment (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010), which
neither of the companies engage in.

According to the manager in Company Y the reason for honest open communication in
the company is a result of the good personal relationships employees and managers have
within the department. According to the Björkman and Lu (1999) guanxi-relationships
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are a link between hierarchy levels and prevent barriers that may arise due to “loosing
face”.

A problem Company Y is facing is the absence of managers handling the international
departments. This is because of the difficulties finding Chinese managers who speak
foreign languages in addition to English. Finding qualified managers is found to be a
common problem for globalized businesses in China (Leung & Kwong, 2003; Björkman
& Lu 1999). The lack of managers results in a heavy workload for existing managers who
are commonly from foreign countries. this might resolve in manager turnovers. The
demand that managers have to speak another language decreases promotion opportunities
for employees. This can according to Leung and Kwong (2003) cause a high frequency of
employee turnover. This theory correlates with the empirical findings on high employee
turnover rate. A solution to the problem could be to designate individuals to a specialized
work force and train them to become managers (Leung & Kwong, 2003). However
teaching an employee a new language could be both time consuming and expensive.

The Manager in Company X says they have had no problem finding and recruiting
managers. This might be because they do not have requirements stating that managers
have to speak a foreign language or have work experience. The manager also states that
they have a low frequency of employee turnovers, because of the friendly business
culture. In Company X many of the managers are newly graduated students. This would
suggest that they have little to no work experience or work habits and norms established.
For Continuous improvements this can be a good thing since these managers might have
a more open view on how the business culture should be. Breaking down old norms and
creating new ones is a way of developing the organization through Continuous
improvements (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). However they might not have the experience
of group interactions (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010).

The managers claim that neither of the companies has implemented an empowerment
strategy. They also choose not to express an opinion on the subject. In Chinese
organizations with hierarchy structures, such as these companies, empowerment strategies
are usually not accepted by managers (Littrell, 2007). Perhaps because they are seen as a
threat to the existing organizational structure, since empowerment is about flattening out
organizations.
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5.2.2 Business culture, goals and vision (2, 3)
The manager in Company X is unfamiliar with the company’s business concept and the
company vision. By not having an outspoken mediated business concept and vision the
work with Continuous improvements can be hindered (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). In
order for the company to work towards this vision it has to be fully understood by all
managers and thereby is relayed to the employees (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). Company
X is working after ISO9000. ISO9000 stresses that all managers understand and work
toward the same vision (Quality management principles, 2012). Since the information
collides there has either been an error in information during the interview or this suggests
that the work with ISO9000 is not being mediated and handled correctly by the company.
Although the manager is aware of the short term goals, that is the milestones for his
department. The manager states that all employees are familiar with the company motto
and the company’s policies which are “Always improve employee skills. Make the best
goods with the resources and raw materials provided. Perform manufacturing processes
to perfection and develop innovative processes through research”. Strategies are set up
and mediated by managers to the employees for them to do the work as efficiently as
possible. According to Bergman and Klefsjö (2010) having milestones, strategies and
policies for each department promotes the work with Continuous improvements. Even
though the company is failing to convey the company vision and business concept it
seems to somewhat make up for it with general policies.

Company Y on the other hand, have a widely implemented and known business strategy
with clear goals, milestones, and strategies. These goals and milestones are formulated by
the managers together with the employees. Throughout the working process strategies are
said to be changed with suggestions from employees in order to be as flexible as possible.
Improving strategies and policies increases the company´s completive advantage (Van
Der Merwe, 2000; Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). Even though the company claims not to
use empowerment strategies the leadership strategy involves activities similar to some of
Company Y´s activities. For example allowing employees participate in the decision
making and goal creating process. This encourages innovation and stimulates the sense of
learning among the employees (Menon, 2001). The problem Company Y has been facing
has to do with culture differences regarding norms, policies and the business culture.
Manager Y says that in western countries company policies not only concern efficiency
and flexibility but also question current strategies and policies as a part of the working
process. While in China policies are more concerned with company harmony. Leung and
Kwong (2003) states that adapting to another cultures work environment can be difficult.
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Reaching an understanding and accepting the differences would provide the best outcome
for the business. When talking about business culture from a Continuous improvement
perspective Bergman and Klefsjö (2010) states that the business culture has to be flexible
so the organization can adapt to change. Even though Manager Y says culture differences
is a problem for business culture stability, it can also be argued that it can provide the
company with flexibility, since norms are questioned and changed.

5.2.3 Communication and information (4)
The theory by Björkman and Lu (1999) on there being limited communication
horizontally in Chinese organizations is supported by the empirical findings that there is
no open communication between the departments in Company X and Y. This hinders the
company from being flexible and efficient (Johnson & Mena, 2008). The characteristic
hierarchy structure of the companies and the lack of communication between the
departments results in the information exchange becoming time consuming and complex.
With the information having to travel through many mediums before reaching a receiver.
With the structured strategy of empowerment the organizational structure can be
“flattened” allowing information to travel faster in the hierarchy ladder (Menon 2001).

Neither of the companies is said to embraces information integration, since neither of the
companies share information between the departments or use collaborative planning. The
manager in Company Y says the information integration is further hindered by the lack of
honesty between departments. None of the departments want to admit to one another
when they need help or have made a mistake. The authority then has to step in to detect
the flaw and solve the problem. This lack of communication between the departments in
the company can be a result of lack of trust (Ammeter et al. 2004) which is the most
important element to enabling information integration. It can also be argued that this is a
sign of the “loosing face” issue where managers and employees do not want to “lose
face” to each other (Björkman & Lu, 1999). Also communication problems between
departments can be argued to be an effect of the characteristics for collectivistic cultures
such as China where there is sharp line between groups (Leung & Kwong, 2003). In my
opinion collaborative planning can be a solution to getting the departments to
communicate with each other.

As Bergman and Klefsjö (2010) states, information integration is important for enabling
employees to take on responsibilities. Enabling employees to take on responsibilities can
be associated with them making their own decisions which means empowerment
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(Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). Although as argued earlier taking on responsibilities must be
compensated with a balance between accountability, trust and reward.

A guanxi network does not seem to exist between departments to allow communication.
Perhaps this is due to the fact that the departments rarely interact and therefore do not
develop a personal relationship to one another. Problems that can occur as a result of
lower level of communication are a resistance to change among employees. Hostility
might occur between the departments. For example department one needs a new machine
for manufacturing, the authority then provides them with a big budget for this cause.
Department two as a result gets a smaller budget and therefore have to make changes in
their work. If department two do not receive information about why department one got a
bigger budget they might view this as unfair and become resistant to change and might
lose trust in the authority as a result. With collaborative planning and open
communication resistance to change can be avoided (Kotter & Shlesinger, 2008).

5.2.4 Trust, accountability (5)
The managers in Company X and Y believes everyone in their department and the
authority to be trustworthy. Trusting the people in the company provides a foundation for
good and open communication and feedback (Ammeter et al. 2004). From a Continuous
improvement perspective trust increase innovation and creativity (Ammeter et al. 2004).

The empirical findings suggest that both employees and managers are accountable for
mistakes being made. Although it also suggests that the ones benefiting from taking risks
are the managers since they are the ones being rewarded if projects are successful. This is
a factor that might decrease the employees trust in the authority since the risk of being
accountable for mistakes are greater than the chance of being rewarded if succeeding.
Ammeter et al. (2004) states that for companies to function, trust and accountability must
be balanced. If it is not, managers lose their ability to affect employee’s behaviors and
norms or maintain order in the organization (Ammeter et al. 2004). Since there is no
empirical data on whether employees have trust in their managers or not, no conclusions
can be drawn from this, only speculations.

The fact that only managers in Company X are said to be rewarded when finishing a job
is contrary to the theoretical findings on collectivistic cultures where the group is
rewarded (Hofstede, 2001). Although the reason why this unevenly distributed reward
system might work in these organizations can be because of the Chinese traditions of
acceptance and respect for the authority (Björkman & Lu, 1999 and Cai et al. 2010).
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Company Y supports Hofstede´s (2001) theory on collectivistic cultures, that the group is
rewarded.

Strengthening trust and loyalty would in my opinion be good for the companies.
Empowerment is shown to increase employees trust for managers. Being able to impact
their environment, and have control over their work situation increases employees trust in
the company (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010, Linjuan, 2011). This also increases employee’s
sense of responsibility and improves upon the work with Continuous improvements. This
is a suggested strategy to increase employee trust.

5.2.5 Gender differences (6)
According to the empirical findings Company X do not support the theory that there are
more men working as managers in the business (Muhonen et al. 2012). However
Company Y claims they do not have gender balance, with the company from
management to employees being dominated by men.

Since there is gender balance is said to be reached in Company X this suggested that they
would have a competitive advantage thanks to gender integration (Muhonen et al. 2012,
Wittbom, 2009, Chen et al. 2013). But since manager X says women and men work in
different departments, the previous statement can be questioned because of the lack of
integration between the genders. Although the manager claims Company X consider the
characteristic differences between men and woman in order to get the best person for the
job. That’s why woman and men are being placed in different departments. Considering
gender differences is according to Chen et al. (2013) important for organization
development.

Except for gender balance, there have been no empirical findings on gender equality
within Company X. Company Y states that they have gender equality when it comes to
salary’s and labor benefits. Neither are there any empirical findings supporting the theory
that woman should have lower ranked jobs or that men have better contracts.

5.2.6 Sense of coherence (7)
Comprehensibility:
In both Company X and Y comprehensibility tried to be reached by assigning staff to a
specific task and educating them to a high level of efficiency. Both managers argue that
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employees have enough skill and understanding to perform his or her task. This is
supported by the findings by of Linjuan (2011) about most employees in China having a
satisfactory level of competence to perform his or her job.

Company X also sends its employees to courses to learn from other workers experience,
and during the daily meetings employees might be introduced to new techniques.
Although by letting the employees teach each other, like in Company Y, they also learn
how to manage leadership skills. Improving an employee’s skills is important for the
company’s work with Continuous improvements since this provides knowledge and
experience to workers which increase their innovative skills (Maruta, 2012).

Comprehensibility can be argued to be reached in both companies by having clear stated
goals and strategies (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). Although Company Y support
comprehensibility at a higher level by mediating the long term company vision and the
company’s business concept.

Manageability:
In Company X there have been no empirical findings suggesting the work to be
unmanageable. Although the manager states that a new open information system could
facilitate the work. In Company Y the lack of managers is a problem for manageability.

Meaningfulness:
Meaningfulness which is connected to employee motivation can be reached with
employee involvement (Liker, 2009). Employee input and involvement, which is the key
to flexibility, is said to be important in Company Y (Johnson & Mena, 2008). Employee
and management meetings together with open communication within the department,
meaningfulness is tried to be supported. Open communication between the departments
through collaborative planning could enhance the flexibility of the company since this
would allow horizontal communication (Fielding, 2006). Company X also engages in
employee involvement with a suggestion box, although this cannot be viewed as open
communication. The decisions concerning company development is discussed in manager
meetings. Further involvement of employees in these meetings could increase company
flexibility (Johnson & Mena, 2008). Increase employee motivation and understanding and
decrease resistance to change (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010).

Company X also engage in motivational meetings in order to increase motivation and
develop the company. There are no theoretical findings suggesting that this increases
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motivation and even if there was, the nature of the meeting and the employees feelings
after the meeting would play a significant role whether it is motivating or not.

Sense of coherence (SOC) among employees is something every organization working
with Continuous improvements should strive towards. This is because SOC improve
employee efficiency, strengthen acceptance to changes, can make people react positively
to problem-solving tasks and less likely to suffer from health problems because of stress
and anxiety (Feldt et al. 2000; Pallant & Lae, 2002). Since resistance to change is one of
the biggest barriers for implementing a Continuous improvement system, SOC is crucial
(Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010).

A way of reaching a high level of SOC is by enabling empowerment in the companies,
today neither of the company engaged in any empowerment strategies. A study by Fock
et al. (2010) showed that the most important part to reach motivational empowerment or
psychological empowerment in collectivistic cultures is through self-determination,
competence and meaningfulness. He also suggested that impact plays an insignificant role
in job satisfaction. This theory suggests that employee involvement plays a smaller role in
China then in western countries. For Company X this could mean that the small amount
of employee involvement is enough to reach employee job satisfaction. Although this
does not apply in the same way for Company Y since they are influenced by western
business cultures.

5.2.7 Maslow´s hierarchy of needs (8)
The two last steps of Maslow´s hierarchy of needs are connected to SOC since this
motivates behaviors among employees (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). Although according
to Maslow’s theory these steps cannot be reached until the lower criteria’s are fulfilled
(Bjerneld et al. 2006). The theoretical findings suggest that the basic needs in the stair are
satisfied by salary (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). The manager in Company X argues that
he wishes the salary was higher, so if his basic needs are reach or not the empirical
findings cannot conclude. The manager in Company Y claims the salary to be satisfying
which might suggest that the basic needs that salary can fulfill are reached (Bergman &
Klefsjö, 2010). Both managers say they wish their workplace to be more exiting, manager
X wishes for more activities at and outside work and manager Y wishes for more
motivating games and competitions connected to work. Even though the manager in
Company X wishes for higher salary he also wished that the company would provide
them with better living conditions. It should be in the company’s interest to lift the
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employees up the Maslow stair since this increases motivation (Bergman & Klefsjö,
2010). The theory argues this would be achieved by developing the work and living
environment for the employees rather than increasing their salary, given that the salary is
enough to fulfill the basic needs (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). The same goes for
Company Y. Some examples of value-adding activities that companies had introduced are
health insurance, cheaper lunches, free coffee and occasionally office parties.

Another factor that moves people up the stair is challenging working tasks and personal
development. In Company X work tasks are challenging and varying for managers, for
employees however work tasks seldom vary to achieve maximum efficiency. This
suggested that employees rarely get opportunities for personal development. Empirical
findings also suggest that professional development is limited since Company X do not
develop and educate managers inside the company. Improving the employee’s leaderships
skills would improve the work with Continuous improvements (Bergman & Klefsjö,
2010). In Company Y employees are given challenging tasks and opportunity for
personal development.

5.3

Empirical discussion

In my opinion the biggest barrier to implementing Continuous improvements in China is
the organizational structure and the resistance to changing it. The vertical hierarchical
organizational structure and empowerment are opposites (Littrell, 2007). By allowing
empowerment, horizontal as well as vertical communication can be improved in the
companies which could increase their competitive advantage (Menon 2001; Bergman &
Klefsjö, 2010; Fielding, 2006). However the norms of the collectivistic culture are a
hindrance for this because of the “we” and “them” thinking (Leung & Kwong, 2003). If
this is a result of the hierarchy structure or not can be questioned. A way of using the
collectivistic culture to embrace horizontal communication could be with guanxi
networks. Although then the companies have to put resources in to creating guanxi
networks and integrating departments.

Embracing empowerment and employee input would in my opinion lead to an increased
number of innovative workers. This is important since the innovative workers are a
central part of Continuous improvements and flexibility in developing organizations
(Maruta, 2012). Trust and SOC would also be increased by embracing employee
integration in the development process and decision making (Ammeter et al. 2004; Feldt
et al. 2000).
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Implementation of empowerment strategies and a flat business structure now is becoming
more common among western companies (Littrell, 2007). In my opinion, this widens the
gap between how westerners work with Continuous improvements and how companies
work with development processes in China. This means that implementing Continuous
improvements in China would demand a change of organizational structure and mind.

Another factor that can hinder empowerment and is also a difference between Chinese
and western business culture is that company harmony is more important than company
development according to empirical findings. Company harmony can also be a hindrance
to the development processes since it might hinder feedback and open communication
because of the fear of someone losing their face (Björkman & Lu, 1999). Feedback
increases the feeling of employees being able to impact their work environment which
means increased trust in the company (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010). Also it can hinder
employees to increase their SOC because employee involvement and input increase selfesteem and self-actualization which are motivating forces (Liker, 2009). Although in my
opinion company harmony might help employees fulfill the “safety” and “social” stairs of
the Maslow hierarchy of needs it does not help them move further up the stairs. By
moving the employees up the stairs SOC can be increased which might improve
employee’s mental well-being and quality of life (Lindström & Eriksson, 2006)

Even though the answers by the managers in the companies support the theory by Littrell
(2007) that the concept of empowerment is frowned upon by Chinese companies, some
empowerment activities are embraced (Zhang and Wu, 2004). It can be argued, by the
empirical findings, that the leadership empowerment strategy is somewhat implemented
in Company Y. This is furthered by inspiring employees to create visions and goals and
to work together towards these goals and also to take on challenging tasks (Menon,
2001). This suggests that some activities that are typical for empowerment can be
embraced in a hierarchy organization without having a stated empowerment strategy.
Expression empowerment might for managers in China have a negative ring to it (Littrell,
2007) using another term might be a step towards achieving empowerment activities. In
my opinion implementing Kaizen in Chinese organizations might be a first step towards
empowerment since kaizen is said to flatten out organizational structures (Liker, 2009).
Since kaizen is a Japanese concept it can be argued that implementing this concept might
work for Chinese businesses since both China and Japan are countries with a
collectivistic culture. Even though some kaizen activities might be rejected for the same
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reason that empowerment is rejected, associating the activities with another concept
might decrease preconceptions and predetermined views about the subject.

I do find it strange that kaizen has not yet been implemented in the two case companies
since both companies work with Continuous improvements and kaizen is a part of this
concept. Perhaps kaizen is more implemented in western countries as a branch of
Continuous improvements.

A theory of mine is that the collectivistic culture might be used as a supporting activity to
increase company competiveness. By embracing the feeling of “we” and “them”, “we”
being the company and “them” other companies, loyalty to the company might be
strengthened and used as a driving force. This could increase both horizontal and vertical
communication, reduce resistance to change and support collaborative planning which
could increase company flexibility (Fielding, 2006; Kotter & Shlesinger, 2008).

In my opinion not embracing empowerment in organizations might have a negative effect
on the company’s future development. For these two companies and possibly many other
businesses in China the organizational structure will hinder complete implementation of
Continuous improvements. Thus, giving organizations a competitive disadvantage when
it comes to developing or maintaining flexible working environments. Since todays
businesses face an increased amount of global competition and must adapt to rapidly
changing markets (Jüttner et al. 2010) this might result in relocation of internationally
joint ventures and foreign direct investments firms. Cheap labor countries, where the
hierarchical organizational structure is not as deep-rooted, might be a threat to Chinese
businesses where the labor costs are increasing (Li et al. 2012). Since internationally joint
ventures and foreign direct investments have over the last years been the reason behind
China´s economic growth this might have a serious effect on Chinas continued growth
and development. Failing to adapt the organizational structure is a main reason for
companies failing to implement Continuous improvements (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2010).
Therefore, In my opinion the Chinese culture is a hinder for Chinese companies to
succeed and gain a competitive advantage through these activities.
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6

Conclusion

The conclusion chapter consists of two parts. Part one will answer the research
objectives. Part two will bring up suggestions for further studies and research.

6.1

Findings


Are there any experienced hindrances or supporting activities working with
Continuous improvements in China?

The empirical study together with supporting theories from the theoretical findings
suggests that the hierarchical organizational structure is a hindrance to empowerment and
kaizen activities and therefor also to Continuous improvements. The collectivistic culture
is now a barrier to achieving horizontal communication and collaborative planning.
Although if the “we” and “them” thinking were to be eliminated from within the
company it could instead of being a hindrance to communication be a way of uniting the
company departments and gain competitive motivation. The guanxi networks could also
be a supporting activity to connect the departments. The importance of “keeping face”
and keeping a sense of harmony in the company might have a negative effect on company
flexibility, employee development and innovation. This can also be viewed as a
supporting factor since this could offer stability for the employees and increase their
feeling of belonging.


Are there any experienced differences between the business culture in China and
the business culture in western countries?

The organizational structure is the prime difference between Chinese business culture and
western business. Disagreement in prioritizing of company efficiency and flexibility
verses company harmony seem to be an obstacle for companies influenced by both
Chinese and western business culture.

6.2

Further studies

This thesis revolves around Continuous improvements in China. However the limitations
of the report can offer good suggestions on further studies. The suggestions are:
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Use triangulation by observations or surveys to support and investigate the
subject further.



Conduct a study more focused on one element, for example empowerment. By
narrowing down the research areas and focusing on a larger sample group of
companies, this might possibly lead to clearer results and stronger correlations in
the empirical material.



Compare the work with Continuous improvements in western companies with
Chinese companies.



Compare the work with Continuous improvements to other collectivistic cultures
such as japan where the concept of Continuous improvements originated from.
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Appendix A
Information form for interview subject

This is a letter provided to you as a subject to an interview concerning the project
”Continuous improvements in China: experiences from managers in global businesses”.
Conducting the interview is Jennie Eriksson a BSc student at the University of Gävle in
Sweden.

The purpose of the study is to explore and analyze the differences between Chinese
business culture and the business culture in western countries and how these differences
affect the work with Continuous improvements and company development.
The purpose of the interview is to learn about your experiences on the subject. Your
experience will contribute to the project by providing valuable information to the
empirical data.

This interview is voluntary and you may end the interview at any time. If you wish the
company and you as a subject will remain anonymous. The personal information
provided by you will then only be used to validate the interview to the examiner. The
information provided by you during the interview will be used in the written report but
will not be connected to your personal information.

The reason for doing an interview is to avoid misunderstandings by having an open
dialog. There are no right or wrong answers to the question. I would also like to
encourage you to further develop the answer if you feel it is necessary. If any of the
questions are unclear, please let me know and I will try to clarify them. If you feel
uncomfortable answering a question, please let me know and we will skip it. If you feel
there is any information you would like to add, please feel free.

You can contact me at any time if you have questions or concerns about the interview or
anything else regarding the study.

Name:
Phone nr:
E-mail:

Jennie Eriksson
004670-7333115
Jennie_eriksson@hotmail.se
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Appendix B
Interview questions Company X
General questions
1. Please describe the company briefly?
2. Does the company have any relationship with western businesses?
3. Does your company have customers in western countries?
4. Is the company influenced by the Chinese government?
-

If yes, how?

Continuous improvements
5. Does the company work with Continuous improvement in a structured way?
6. How does the company work with Continuous improvements and company
development?
7. What are Continuous improvements for you?
8. How does the company define Continuous improvements?
9. Are there any difficulties or major barriers you see to work with Continuous
improvements and company development?
10. Do you think the working process with Continuous improvements is different in
China than in other parts of the world?
- If yes, how and why?
11. Do you think that the Chinese culture in any way influences the way you are
working with Continuous improvements?
- If yes, how and why?
12. Are you familiar with the term kaizen?

Leadership/Management
13. Do you hire managers from outside the company or recruit managers from
within the company?
14. Do you have any management training in the company?
15. Do you encourage your employees to be innovative, to make improvements
suggestions, and be flexible?
- If yes, how?
16. How often do managers interact with employees (face to face)?
17. Does the company work with any empowerment strategies?
- If yes, how?
- If no, why not?
18. What are your thoughts on empowerment?
19. Is the company working after ISO9000 or any other quality standard?
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-

If yes, how?

20. Do you think management in China is different from management in western
companies?
Business culture
21. How would you describe the characteristics of the business culture in the
company?
22. Are the norms here more influenced by the Chinese culture or the western
culture?
23. Are the business culture and company norms in any way influenced by western
companies?
24. What type of organizational structure would you say the company follows?
- Hierarchy or flat?
Communication/information
25. What communications channels does the company use when sharing
information?
26. Is there a standardized way to share information?
27. Do you think the communication can be improved?
- If yes, how?
28. Does the company have regular employee meetings?
- If yes, Describe their characteristics
29. Do you have any standardized ways to gather information from employees
concerning the improvement/development of work?
30. Can you describe how communication works between you (as a manager) and
an employee?
31. Can you describe how communication works between you and other managers
in the company?
32. Is it your opinion that communication differs in china vs. western countries?

Gender equality
33. Are there as many women as men working in the company?
- If not, Why do you think that is?
34. Are there as many women as men working as managers?
- If not, Why do you think that is?
35. Are the salary’s the same for man and woman who have the same job?
36. Are the work benefits the same for men and woman?
37. Are the full time employments equally distributed between men and woman?
38. In your opinion, is the employee turnover rate different between men and
woman?
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Goal / vision
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

What is the company’s business concept? (Why does this company exist?)
What is the company’s vision? (What does this company wish to become?)
How does the company work towards this vision?
Do you have milestones each division follows?
Is the vision and business concept common knowledge to all employees?

Trust and accountability
44. Who takes responsibility if mistakes are made?
45. Who takes credit for successful work?
46. Do you work after any reward systems?
- If yes, are employees in your opinion happy with the reward
system
Labor
47. Do you feel that your employees have the skills and resources to work at optimal
efficiency?
48. What are the company’s labor policies?
49. Is there any employee benefits the company provide to the employees?
(healthcare, dental care, fitness opportunities, free lunch, snacks, etc.)
50. Is it your opinion that the Chinese labor laws are being followed by the
company?
51. How do the labor laws and regulations effect how the company manages its
staff?

If there is any information you would like to add, feel free to do this.

Thank you for your collaboration.
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Appendix C
Interview questions Company Y

General questions
1. Please describe the company briefly?
2. Does the company have any relationship with western businesses?
3. Does your company have customers in western countries?
4. Is the company influenced by the Chinese government?
- If yes, how?
5. Does the company work with Continuous improvements?
6. Are you familiar with the term kaizen?
Leadership/Management
7. Do you hire managers from outside the company or recruit managers from
within the company?
8. Do you have any management training in the company?
9. Do you encourage your employees to be innovative, to make improvements
suggestions, and be flexible?
- If yes how?
10. Does the company work with any empowerment strategies?
- If yes, how?
- If no, why not?
11. What are your thoughts on empowerment?
12. Is the company working after ISO9000 or any other quality standard?
13. Do you think management in China is different from management in western
companies?
Business culture
14. How would you describe the characteristics of the business culture in the
company?
15. Are the norms here more influenced by the Chinese culture or the western
culture?
16. Are the business culture and company norms in any way influenced by western
companies?
17. What type of organizational structure would you say the company follows?
- Hierarchy or flat?
Communication/information
18. What communications channels does the company use when sharing
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19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

information?
Is there a standardized way to share information?
Is there any communication between the departments in the company?
If yes, do you believe the communication to be good or bad?
Do you think the communication can be improved?
- If yes, how?
Does the company have regular employee meetings?
- If yes, describe their characteristics
Do you have any standardized ways to gather information from employees
concerning the improvement/development of work?
Can you describe how communication works between you (as a manager) and
an employee?
Can you describe how communication works between you and other managers
in the company?
Is it your opinion that communication differs in china vs. western countries?

Gender equality
28. Are there as many women as men working in the company?
- If not, Why do you think that is?
29. Are there as many women as men working as managers?
- If not, Why do you think that is?
Goal / vision
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

What is the company’s business concept? (Why does this company exist?)
What is the company’s vision? (What does this company wish to become?)
How does the company work towards this vision?
Do you have milestones each division follows?
Is the vision and business concept common knowledge to all employees?

Trust and accountability
35. Who takes responsibility if mistakes are made?
36. Who takes credit for successful work?
37. Do you work after any reward systems?
- If yes, are employees in your opinion happy with the reward system
Labor
38. Do you feel that your employees have the skills and resources to work at optimal
efficiency?
39. Is there any employee benefits the company provide to the employees?
(healthcare, dental care, fitness opportunities, free lunch, snacks, etc.)
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If there is any information you would like to add, feel free to do this.
Thank you for your collaboration.
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